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Summary
AMFA has been talking tough in recent months about protecting its members from
airline mergers and opposing foreign outsourcing of aircraft maintenance. But AMFA
has played a role inthe foreign outsourcing of its members' work. A review of
AMFA's actions during the UAL bankruptcy proceedings reveals that theirtough talk
is only empty posturing.

As explained in the attached report, AMFA began concessionary bargaining with
UAL in November 2004, and quickly accepted as accurate the economic and labor
cost projections that UAL sought from its labor unions. AMFA then pushed UAL to
meet its labor cost savings in significant part through the foreign outsourcing of aircraft
maintenance work.

By December 2004, AMFA not only agreed to the foreign outsourcing of heavy
maintenance on all 747s and 777s, but also proposed expanding this maintenance
outsourcing to include UAL's fleet of narrow body aircraft. Despite UAL's rejection of
this proposal, AMFA continued to push for the foreign outsourcing of maintenance
on narrow body aircraftthroughout the month of December and into 2005.

At the same time that itwas eagerly pushing to expand foreign outsourcing, AMFA
also developed a proposal to replace the mechanics' defined benefit Ground Plan
witha defined contribution plan. AMFA even stated their support of continuing the
Ground Plan. But in December 2004, AMFA proposed the defined contribution
plan to UAL and even offered not to oppose the termination of the Ground Plan.
AMFA loudly signaled to UAL that itwould not stand in UAL's way to eliminate the
mechanics' defined benefit pension plan.

UAL got AMFA's message loud and clear. In April 2006, when UAL moved to
terminate the Ground Plan, AMFA did not join withother UAL unions in resisting the
pension terminations, but instead merely voiced weak opposition to the date of the
termination. This objection was dismissed by the Court on May 11, 2005, when it
approved UAL's agreement with the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation to
terminate all of its pensions.

The attached report shows that, rather than protecting U.S. jobs and worker
pensions, AMFA actually sought to send critical maintenance work overseas and
accepted without complaint the loss of defined benefit retirement benefits for
thousands of hard-working UAL mechanics.



MEMORANDUM

AMFA PLAYED A STARRING ROLE IN UNITED AIRLINES' OFFSHORE
MAINTENANCE OUTSOURCING AND PENSON PLAN TERMINATION

AMFA Pushed for Foreign Outsourcing
During the United Airlines bankruptcy proceedings, UAL twice soughtand twice
obtained wage and benefit concessions from its unionized workforce. AMFA
represented UAL mechanics during the second round of concessionary barqaininq in
late 2004 to 2005.

On August 11, 2004, UAL and AMFA representatives metat UAL headquarters and
UAL provided AMFA with an update ofits financial situation and operational
performance. UAL sent AMFA a further update of itsfinancial status on October 6,
2006. According to AMFA, "[bjased on these and other sources of information, AMFA
concluded thatthe Company did appear to be in need ofadditional operational
savings."1

In November 2004, AMFA and UAL commenced concessionary bargaining.2
According to AMFA Administrator Kevin McCormick, AMFA accepted as accurate the
significant economic components (including, for instance, overtime factors and fringe
benefit calculations) used by UAL's labor costprojection/model for purposes of
obtaining concessions from each of the affected labor unions.3

Also in November2004, AMFA retained Strand Associates, Inc. (Strand), an airline
industry consulting group that claims anexpertise in maintenance and MRO operations.
Strand was tasked with "reviewing United's Labor Model as it pertained to the
Company's costing of its outsourcing ofaircraft heavy maintenance vendors located
overseas."4

AMFA also "tasked Strand with reviewing United's overall business plan as it pertained
to the Company's maintenance operation. The purpose of this...was to ascertain
whether there weresources ofmaintenance related savings that could be realized and
used to offset ail ora portion ofthecostsavings being sought by the Company
through modifications to the Agreement."5

On November 30, 2004, based upon Strand's evaluation ofthecompany's
maintenance operations, AMFA advised UAL that it believed UAL could achieve ail or
some ofthelabor savings demanded of the Mechanics' group by outsourcing its
maintenance operations or, as AMFA characterized it, through "modifications to the
manner in which the Company conducts its maintenance operations."6

By December 7, 2004, AMFA had already agreed toaccept UAL's proposals tocut
the Mechanics' base wages and holidays. It also agreed to let UAL outsource the
fuelers' work overseas, as well as heavy maintenance of the Company's 747s and
777s (instead ofdomestically). Yet AMFA did not stop there. Instead, despite thefact
that UAL had not proposed it, AMFA asked the Company toconsider outsourcing its
narrow body aircraft maintenance to overseas vendorsas well as modifying the parties'
grievance procedure.7

On December 9, 2004, UAL rejected AMFA's proposal on overseas outsourcing of
narrow body aircraft as valueless. UAL also rejected AMFA's proposalto modify the
grievance procedure.8



On December 15, 2004 AMFA presented a proposal to UAL which included the
same items from its December 7, 2004 proposal, and included backup information
prepared by Strand Associates to support its outsourcing proposals.

Throughout December 2004 and in 2005, AMFA continued to push UAL to outsource
itsnarrow body maintenance overseas even after UAL rejected the idea.10 On
December 30, 2004, based on additional work by Strand Associates, AMFA
"eliminated the cost savings assigned to overseas outsourcing ofnarrow body aircraft
from its December30, 2004 proposal, thereby limiting the waiver to the prohibition of
offshore outsourcing of heavy maintenance to the 747/777 aircraft."11 Nevertheless,
AMFA continued to insist "that the parties agree to meetwithin 6 months following exit
from bankruptcy to review offshore outsourcing of the narrow body fleet, with any
savings identified from such a review to be credited to AMFA employees as a
proportionate increase in wages."12

AMFA Failed to Stand up for Mechanics' Pensions
According to AMFA, as of December 15, 2004, its position was that UAL should
continue to maintain itsdefined benefit pension plans.13 Notwithstanding itsstated
position regarding the maintenance of UAL's defined benefit pension plan, however,
by December 15, AMFA had commissioned a nationally-known actuarial firm to cost
out a new, defined contribution pension planto replace the Mechanics' defined benefit
pension plan. Specifically, AMFA had retained Stephen White of Milliman, Inc.,
Consultants and Actuaries.14

As Mr. White stated in a January 3, 2005 affidavit, "[o]ver the last several months my
staff and Ihave reviewed actuarial and financial analyses prepared by UAL that
calculate and quantify thealleged costsavings that may be achieved by terminating
United's defined benefit pension plans andreplacing those plans with United's
proposed definedcontribution plans."15 Mr. White and hiscolleagues from Milliman
prepared a proposal for AMFA providing for the replacement of UAL's defined
benefit pension plan with a defined contribution plan. AMFA accepted the Milliman
defined contribution plan and formally proposed it to UAL on December 15, 2004.16
As set forth therein, the proposed defined contribution plan provided, onaverage, a
"replacement ratio in most age groups" of"roughly 75%."17

Thus, despite its stated "policy" of requiring UAL to maintain its defined benefit pension
plan, AMFA loudly and expressly signaled its willingness to terminate that plan and
replace it with a defined contribution plan by itself presenting its own pension plan
replacement proposal on December 15, 2004.18 Indeed, later thatmonth, in
December, 2004, AMFA proposed to UAL that "AMFA will not contest termination of
DB Plan provided UAL accepts AMFA pension replacement plan proposal."19

AMFA and UAL reached anagreement for concessions onJanuary 9, 2005.20 The
membership, however, rejected that agreement later in January.21 As a result, AMFA
directed Mr. McCormickto develop a proposal that allowed UAL to terminate the
Mechanics' defined benefit pension Ground Plan and partially "replace" it with a defined
contribution plan.22 Thus after the membership rejected the first concessionary contract
that it had presented them with in early January, 2005, AMFA again signaled - and
indeed, proposed - to UAL that it would agree to let UAL terminate the Mechanics'
Ground Plan.

Late in April 2006, UAL effectively side-stepped negotiations with AMFA and entered
into an agreement with the PBGC whereby the PBGC took control of and terminated
UAL's defined benefit pension plans, including the mechanics' Ground Plan.23



AMFA did not object to the agreement allowing forthe termination of the Ground Plan.
Although other labor organizationsrepresenting UAL's employees did indeed object
to this maneuver by UAL and the PBGC, AMFA only objected to the proposed
termination date of the Ground Plan.24.

The Bankruptcy Court approved the agreement between UAL and the PBGC in an
Order dated May 11, 2005,25 in which it also summarily dismissed AMFA's
objections.26 Accordingly, UAL andthe PBGC succeeded in terminating the Mechanics'
defined benefit pensions with only the slightest of whimpers from AMFA.
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